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Possible anomalous (or nonstandard) top-quark interactions with the gluon and those with the W
boson induced by SU(3) × SU(2) × U (1) gauge-invariant dimension-6 effective operators are studied in 
pp → tt¯ X → +X ′ ( = e or μ) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The ﬁnal charged-lepton (+) angular 
distribution is ﬁrst computed for nonvanishing nonstandard top-gluon and top-W couplings with a cut on 
its transverse momentum. The optimal-observable procedure is then applied to this distribution in order 
to estimate the expected statistical uncertainties in measurements of those couplings that contribute to 
this process in the leading order.
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The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN has been presenting 
us fruitful experimental data on various particles/processes ever 
since it started operating, of course including the historic discovery 
of the/a Higgs boson [1]. Exploring possible new physics beyond 
the standard model (BSM) is also an important mission of the LHC. 
Although they have not found so far any exciting signals indicating 
BSM yet, this fact never means that there do not exist exotic parti-
cles since their masses might be too high to be directly produced 
there.
Even in such a case, we still would be able to investigate cer-
tain new-physics effects indirectly, using data from the LHC. For 
example, we have studied possible nonstandard chromomagnetic 
and chromoelectric dipole moments of the top-quark (denoted as 
dV and dA respectively) in Refs. [2–5], and obtained much stronger 
restrictions on them than before1 by adding the data on the tt¯ to-
tal cross sections from the LHC to those from the Tevatron. We 
then carried out an optimal-observable analysis (OOA) to show 
how precisely we could determine those nonstandard couplings 
in pp → tt¯ X → +X ′ ( = e or μ) under a linear approximation 
by using the + angular and energy distributions, where we also 
took into account possible nonstandard top-W coupling (denoted 
as dR ) [6]. There, however, we were not able to study the dR
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SCOAP3.contribution through the angular distribution due to the decou-
pling theorem [7–11].
The dR dependence of this distribution recovers if we perform 
the energy integration necessary to derive it in some limited range, 
as will be discussed later. The purpose of this article is to study if 
we could thereby draw any new information on dR via a similar 
OOA: After summarizing our calculational framework, we are go-
ing to clarify to what extent the distribution becomes dependent 
of this parameter by computing it for some different dR values 
with an + transverse-momentum (p T) cut. Then we apply the 
optimal-observable procedure to this distribution with and without 
the dV -term contribution. Concerning the + energy distribution, 
on the other hand, we do not re-study it here because that distri-
bution is dR -dependent from the beginning and therefore adding 
the p T cut does not bring us anything essentially-new in compar-
ison with what we have done in [6].
2. Framework
The framework of our model-independent analyses is based 
on an effective-Lagrangian whose low-energy form reproduces the 
standard-model (SM) interactions. This is one of the most promis-
ing methods to describe new-physics phenomena when the energy 
of our experimental facility is not high enough to produce new 
particles. Assuming any non-SM particles too heavy to appear as 
real ones, we take the following effective Lagrangian:
Leff = LSM + 1
Λ2
∑
(CiOi + h.c.), (1)i
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gauge-invariant operators of mass-dimension 6 involving only the 
SM ﬁelds and their coeﬃcients Ci parameterize virtual effects of 
new particles at an energy less than the assumed new-physics 
scale Λ. Note here that the dimension-6 operators give the largest 
contributions in relevant processes as long as we assume the 
lepton-number conservation. In this framework, all the form fac-
tors related to Ci are dealt with as constant parameters, without 
supposing any speciﬁc new-physics models.
All those dimension-6 operators have been arranged in Refs. 
[12–16]. Following the notation of [14], the effective Lagrangian for 
the parton-level process qq¯/gg → tt¯ → bb¯W+W− is given in [4]
as
Leff = Ltt¯ g,gg +LtbW , (2)
Ltt¯ g,gg = −
1
2
gs
∑
a
[
ψ¯t(x)λ
aγ μψt(x)G
a
μ(x)
− ψ¯t(x)λa σ
μν
mt
(dV + idAγ5)ψt(x)Gaμν(x)
]
, (3)
LtbW = − 1√
2
g
[
ψ¯b(x)γ
μ
(
f L1 PL + f R1 P R
)
ψt(x)W
−
μ(x)
+ ψ¯b(x)σ
μν
MW
(
f L2 PL + f R2 P R
)
ψt(x)∂μW
−
ν (x)
]
, (4)
where gs and g are the SU(3) and SU(2) coupling constants, 
PL/R ≡ (1 ∓ γ5)/2, dV , dA and f L,R1,2 are form factors deﬁned as
dV ≡
√
2vmt
gsΛ2
Re
(
C33uGφ
)
, dA ≡
√
2vmt
gsΛ2
Im
(
C33uGφ
)
,
f L1 ≡ Vtb + C (3,33)∗φq
v2
Λ2
, f R1 ≡ C33∗φφ
v2
2Λ2
,
f L2 ≡ −
√
2C33∗dW
v2
Λ2
, f R2 ≡ −
√
2C33uW
v2
Λ2
(5)
with v being the Higgs vacuum expectation value and Vtb be-
ing the (tb) element of Kobayashi–Maskawa matrix. Among those 
unknown parameters, dV and dA are respectively the top-quark 
chromomagnetic and chromoelectric dipole moments, and we use 
dR deﬁned as
dR ≡ Re
(
f R2
)
MW /mt (6)
instead of f R2 in order to make our formulas a little bit simpler.
In the following work, we use the above effective Lagrangian 
for top-quark interactions, and adopt the linear approximation 
for those nonstandard parameters as in [6], where dV and dR
come into our analyses (note that dA terms do not contribute to 
qq¯/gg → tt¯ in the leading order because of their CP-odd property). 
We assume the other interactions, e.g. the one for W+ → +ν , are 
described by the usual SM Lagrangian, and all the fermions lighter 
than the top quark are treated as massless particles. Concerning 
the parton distribution functions, we have been using CTEQ6.6M 
(NNLO approximation) [17].
3. Lepton angular distribution and decoupling theorem
What we call “the decoupling theorem” is a theorem which 
states that the leading contribution of the anomalous top-decay 
couplings, dR in our case, to ﬁnal-particle angular distributions 
vanishes when only a few conditions are satisﬁed [7–11]. In terms 
of the + angular distribution under consideration, this theorem 
holds if we assume the standard V − A structure for the νW
coupling and perform the lepton-energy integration fully over the kinematically-allowed range. As a result, this distribution be-
comes exclusively dependent of dV . That is, we can no longer 
get any information thereby on the nonstandard top-decay cou-
pling dR .
Although it is not possible to cover the full phase space of 
the ﬁnal-lepton momentum in actual experiments, we could carry 
out the above energy integration using the energy distribution re-
constructed through a proper extrapolation. Therefore the above-
mentioned full integration is not unrealistic. This however tells us 
that we might be able to draw certain new information on dR by 
using the angular distribution with some cut on the lepton mo-
mentum.
Let us calculate the + angular distribution with an + trans-
verse-momentum (p T) cut as a typical and realistic experimental 
condition. We ﬁrst take one of the proton beams as the base axis 
and express the differential cross section of pp → tt¯ X → +X ′ (the 
angular and energy distribution of +) in the proton–proton CM 
frame as follows:
d2σ
dE d cos θ
= fSM(E, cos θ) + dV fdV (E, cos θ)
+ dR fdR (E, cos θ), (7)
where E is the lepton energy, θ is the lepton scattering angle, i.e., 
the angle formed by the + momentum and the above-mentioned 
base axis, fSM(E, cos θ) denotes the SM contribution, and the 
other two f I (E, cos θ) describe the non-SM terms corresponding 
to their coeﬃcients. The explicit forms of f I (E, cos θ) at the par-
ton level are easily found in the relevant formulas in [4]. Then, the 
+ angular distribution is written as
dσ
d cos θ
= g1(cos θ) + dV g2(cos θ) + dR g3(cos θ), (8)
where gi(cos θ) are given by
gi(cos θ) =
∫
dE f I (E, cos θ) (9)
with i = 1, 2 and 3 corresponding to I = SM, dV and dR , respec-
tively. In the above E integration, the kinematically-allowed range 
is
M2W√
s(1+ β) ≤ E ≤
m2t√
s(1− β) (10)
with β ≡
√
1− 4m2t /s. As mentioned, g3(cos θ) disappears if we 
perform the integration fully over this range due to the decoupling 
theorem.
We compute this angular distribution for 
√
s = 14 TeV2 and 
p T ≥ pmin T , the latter of which leads to the lower bound of E
as
E ≥ pmin T /
√
1− cos2 θ, (11)
and Eqs. (10), (11) require
| cos θ| ≤
√
1− s(1− β)2(pmin T /m2t )2. (12)
Practically, however, this restriction on cos θ affects its range only 
a little, e.g., the right-hand side of this inequality is 0.999898 even 
for pmin T = 100 GeV.
2 We performed analyses for 
√
s = 7, 8, 10 and 14 TeV in [6], but we here focus 
on 14 TeV since the LHC is now being upgraded toward this energy.
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SM total cross section with no p T constraint) for pmin T = 20 GeV, and dR = 0 (SM), −0.1 and +0.1.
Fig. 2. The + angular distributions (without the dV terms and normalized by the 
SM total cross section with no p T constraint) for pmin T = 30 GeV, and dR = 0 (SM), −0.1 and +0.1.
We show the dR dependence of the angular distribution within 
the range |dR | ≤ 0.1 [18,19] in Figs. 1–3, where we normalized 
the distribution by the SM total cross section of the same process 
but with no p T constraint: σSM = 134 pb, and varied the cut as 
pmin T = 20, 30, 40 GeV for mt = 173 GeV. As for dV we simply set 
it equal to zero there since what we are interested in is the dR
dependence. Then we show similar curves but for dV = −0.01 [5]
(with dR = 0 and no p T cut) in Fig. 4 for comparison. In all the 
ﬁgures, we limit the horizontal range to | cos θ| ≤ 0.5 simply be-
cause the dV ,R effects become less clear if we draw the curves over 
the full range given by Eq. (12).
We see through Figs. 1–3 that the angular distribution with a 
p T cut has actually become dR dependent although it is not as 
large as the dV contribution in Fig. 4. In order to show these O(dR )
corrections to the SM distributions (with the same p T cut) more 
quantitatively, let us present their sizes at cos θ = 0 for dR = 0.1
as an example:Fig. 3. The + angular distributions (without the dV terms and normalized by the 
SM total cross section with no p T constraint) for pmin T = 40 GeV, and dR = 0 (SM), −0.1 and +0.1.
Fig. 4. The + angular distributions (without the dR terms and normalized by the 
SM total cross section with no p T constraint) for dV = 0 (SM) and −0.01. We did 
not impose any pT cut here because the dV effects are free from the decoupling 
theorem.
pmin T = 20 GeV: −2.2%, 30 GeV: −4.6%, 40 GeV: −6.6%.
(13)
4. Optimal-observable analysis with p T cut
The optimal-observable analysis (OOA) is a way that could sys-
tematically estimate the expected statistical uncertainties of mea-
surable parameters. Here we apply this procedure to the + angu-
lar distribution studied in the preceding section.
Leaving its detailed and speciﬁc description to [20–23], let us 
show how to compute the uncertainties thereby:
What we have to do ﬁrst is to calculate the following 3 × 3 ma-
trix
Mcij ≡
∫
d cos θ
gi(cos θ)g j(cos θ)
(i, j = 1,2,3) (14)
g1(cos θ)
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both of which are apparently symmetric.3 This integration is to be 
performed over the range given by Eq. (12). Then the statistical 
uncertainties for the measurements of couplings dV and dR could 
be estimated by
|δdV | =
√
Xc22σ/N =
√
Xc22/L, (15)
|δdR | =
√
Xc33σ/N =
√
Xc33/L, (16)
where σ , N and L denote the total cross section, the number of 
events and the integrated luminosity for the process pp → tt¯ X →
+X ′ , respectively.
We are now ready to carry out necessary numerical compu-
tations. Below we show the elements of Mc computed for 
√
s =
14 TeV:
(1) pmin T = 20 GeV
Mc11 = +113.30234, Mc12 = −1207.01858,
Mc13 = −28.89719, Mc22 = +12861.00330,
Mc23 = +306.88261, Mc33 = +7.81915. (17)
(2) pmin T = 30 GeV
Mc11 = +92.40192, Mc12 = −982.35568,
Mc13 = −45.55635, Mc22 = +10446.10110,
Mc23 = +483.46228, Mc33 = +22.82778. (18)
(3) pmin T = 40 GeV
Mc11 = +72.29773, Mc12 = −766.31899,
Mc13 = −50.54475, Mc22 = +8124.55885,
Mc23 = +535.07185, Mc33 = +35.59435. (19)
Here all these results were derived from the cross section in [pb] 
unit. Using the inverse matrices calculated from these elements, 
we can estimate the statistical uncertainties of the relevant cou-
plings δdV and δdR according to Eqs. (15), (16) (two-parameter 
analysis).
The set of Mcij (17)–(19) also enables us to give another nu-
merical results. That is, we can do a similar analysis but assuming 
only dR is unknown. This assumption is never unreasonable be-
cause we already have shown that we would be able to obtain 
good information on dV (and dA ) through the total cross section of 
pp/pp¯ → tt¯ X without being affected by the top-decay processes. 
All we have to do for that is perform the same computations but 
without the dV component, i.e., compute the 2 ×2 matrix Xci j from 
Mcij with i, j = 1, 3, and use Eq. (16) (one-parameter analysis).
Before giving the results, however, we should remember that 
we encountered an instability problem when computing the 
inverse-matrix in our previous analysis [6]. That is, the numeri-
cal results ﬂuctuated to a certain extent (beyond our expectation) 
depending on to which decimal places of Mc,E we take into ac-
count as our input data. Therefore we compute here Xcii not only 
3 In our preceding OOA [6], we distinguished those quantities computed from the 
angular and energy distributions by adding them superscripts “c” and “E” respec-
tively. Here we do not need such a superscript but we left it for easy comparison 
with our previous results.for the above Mcij but also for those to three and one decimal 
places in order to check to what extent the results are stable:
• Two-parameter analysis
(1) pmin T = 20 GeV
Xc22 = 2.1(2.3,2.2), Xc33 = 11.7(12.6,14.0). (20)
(2) pmin T = 30 GeV
Xc22 = 3.1(2.9,∗∗∗), Xc33 = 19.7(18.4,∗∗∗). (21)
(3) pmin T = 40 GeV
Xc22 = 5.2(4.7,0.4), Xc33 = 40.0(36.2,3.1). (22)
Here all the ﬁgures in the parentheses are from Mcij rounded off 
properly to three and one decimal places respectively, and ∗∗∗
expresses that we had no meaningful solutions there, i.e., the re-
sults became negative. The results for pmin T = 20 GeV seem to be 
rather stable, but there is non-negligible instability in the results 
for pmin T = 30 and 40 GeV. Therefore we conclude that we would 
not obtain reliable results from the two-parameter analysis unless 
the corresponding cross sections are determined very precisely, i.e., 
at least to three-decimal-place precision. As discussed in [6], this 
problem would come from dominant dV -term contributions. In-
deed, the following results of the one-parameter analysis without 
the dV term are quite stable.
• One-parameter analysis
(1) pmin T = 20 GeV
Xc33 = 2.2(2.2,2.3). (23)
(2) pmin T = 30 GeV
Xc33 = 2.7(2.7,3.4). (24)
(3) pmin T = 40 GeV
Xc33 = 3.9(3.9,3.1). (25)
These results present us a hint for anomalous-top-couplings search 
through the lepton angular distribution, i.e., it will be effective 
(and also inevitable) to combine its data with those of the total 
tt¯ cross section where we will be able to explore dV (and also dA ) 
in detail.
Let us present our ﬁnal results for the one-parameter analysis. 
The expected statistical uncertainties in measuring dR are esti-
mated as follows:
(1) pmin T = 20 GeV
|δdR | = (1.5± 0.0)/
√
L. (26)
(2) pmin T = 30 GeV
|δdR | = (1.7± 0.1)/
√
L. (27)
(3) pmin T = 40 GeV
|δdR | = (1.9± 0.1)/
√
L. (28)
For instance, if L = 1000 pb−1 is achieved and if there exists non-
standard dR coupling with the size dR = 0.1, we would be able to 
conﬁrm its effects at 2.1σ level (apart from the systematic errors) 
via an analysis using pmin = 20 GeV. T
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also necessary on QCD higher-order corrections since all the nu-
merical computations here were done with the tree-level formulas. 
In order to take into account those corrections, we multiply the 
tree cross sections by the K -factor (K 
 1.5 [24]). This factor dis-
appears in the combination Xciiσ and remains only in N (= Lσ) 
when we estimate δdV ,R . Therefore the luminosity L in our results 
should be understood as an effective one including K (and also the 
ﬁnal charged-lepton detection-eﬃciency ).
5. Summary
We studied possible nonstandard top-gluon and top-W cou-
plings for hadron-collider experiments through the angular distri-
bution of the ﬁnal charged-lepton from a top-quark semileptonic 
decay in a model-independent way. Those couplings are derived 
as parameters which characterize the effects of dimension-6 effec-
tive operators based on the scenario of Buchmüller and Wyler [12]. 
More speciﬁcally, we analyzed the top-gluon coupling (denoted as 
dV ) and the top-W coupling (denoted as dR ) which contribute to 
top-quark pair productions and decays respectively in the linear 
approximation as nonstandard interactions.
We are not able to observe the dR -term contribution through 
the lepton angular distribution due to the decoupling theorem 
[7–11], if we perform the lepton-energy integration fully over the 
kinematically-allowed range when deriving this distribution. Our 
main purpose here was to explore if we could draw any new 
information on dR via an optimal-observable analysis of this dis-
tribution by introducing a lepton transverse-momentum cut and 
giving the angular distribution some dR dependence.
We found that the distribution thereby becomes actually dR
dependent, which enabled us to carry out an optimal-observable 
analysis including the dR -terms, although we encountered an in-
stability problem in calculating necessary inverse-matrices as in 
our preceding study [6]. Therefore we will be able to obtain some 
new information on this parameter. In fact, this p T constraint 
makes the corresponding cross section smaller and consequently 
the precision becomes a bit lower than the case of the analysis us-
ing the lepton energy distribution [6]. However we still would like 
to stress that the analyses here are useful since we should combine 
all available data in order to explore possible new physics beyond 
the standard model.
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